This is a crossword puzzle with the following clues:

**ACROSS**
1. John getting leg over (6)
4. Wild beasts (6)
8. Soprano appearing in timeless choral work (7)
9. Whole lot transferred out west (7)
11. More obvious career for cobblers (10)
12. Final segments of the Dubai tennis championship, sadly (1,3)
13. This chap's admitted to the Civil Service (5)
14. Medics take in anything (8)
16. Hire car reversed awkwardly at first into truck (8)
18. Returning from Lymm, urgently (5)
20. Let us discuss our starters (4)
21. Old Scot by island track (10)
23. They got involved with electronic Azed (7)
24. First half of series without recess (7)
25. Coach during summer in Provence (6)
26. Composer's part for violin (6)

**DOWN**
1. Excellent support at museum (5)
2. One thousand pounds mid-week for Spanish noble (7)
3. Lie-abed retailers disturbed (4,5)
5. Bone that may be dropped (5)
6. Looking like Carl left single cream that's off (7)
7. A meeting of minds (9)
10. Police HQ's indication of approval for benchmark (9)
13. Clot distributed catalogue (9)
15. Poor R Reagan and Irish prosecutor (9)
17. Country's spies holding up two groups of soldiers (7)
19. Mum gains new top award for vegetable (7)
21. Request time for gathering (5)
22. Old judge gets the bird (5)

**Solution 16,095**
MAILER MONTALISA
AMLA LCN MNB BMN
TIPPEX SCRIBBLE
ERI RETR REN
REOPENED IMPEM
VND DUDS
ANEW ATTRACT
LSS BAEH LS
COUPLER HEAT
OA DEW CA A
MALAYS CACHEPOT
ALL WILY AFL
STEPONIT SPARKS
UGRS EOT
MEERKATS ALINS